Fluorophore-linked, sequence-specific DNA binding reagents can visualize sequence information on a large DNA molecule. In this paper, we synthesized newly designed TAMRA-linked polypyrrole to visualize adenine and thymine base pairs. A fluorescent image of the stained DNA molecule generates an intensity profile based on A/T frequency, revealing a characteristic sequence composition pattern. Computeraided comparison of this intensity pattern with the genome sequence allowed us to determine the DNA sequence on a visualized DNA molecule from possible intensity profile pattern candidates for a given genome. Moreover, TAMRA-polypyrrole offers robust advantages for single DNA molecule detection: no fluorophore-mediated photocleavage and no structural deformation, since it exhibits a sequencespecific pattern alone without the use of intercalating dyes such as YOYO-1. Accordingly, we were able to identify genomic DNA fragments from Escherichia coli cells by aligning them to the genomic A/T frequency map based on TAMRA-polypyrrole-generated intensity profiles. Furthermore, we showed band and interband patterns of polytene chromosomal DNA stained with TAMRA-polypyrrole because it prefers to bind AT base pairs.
INTRODUCTION
Direct visualization of individual DNA molecules is powerful because it allows us to understand biochemical events within the context of the DNA sequence (1) . Although sequencing technology at the single nucleotide level has advanced dramatically and become less expensive, numerous unsolved biological problems remain that are limited by short read length and information loss within a large genome (2) . The ultimate goal of DNA analysis would be to obtain sequence and epigenetic information directly from chromosomal DNA without fragmentation or amplification. Given these concerns, single large DNA molecules are a promising platform to overcome the limitations of current sequencing technology. Some key technological developments have focused on how to obtain genetic information by visualizing large DNA molecules. A pioneering approach, called Optical Mapping, digested a large, elongated DNA using sequence-specific restriction enzymes to make barcode-like patterns from a single DNA molecule (3, 4) ; this platform has been a versatile tool for genome analysis, including as a guide for de novo sequence assembly (5) and genomic structural variation analysis in cancers (6) .
Nanochannel-confined DNA analysis has spurred a variety of novel approaches because restriction enzyme digestion is inappropriate due to the random movements of cleaved DNA fragments in the nanochannel (7) . As a first solution, Jo et al. developed an approach to label DNA backbones with red fluorescent dyes using a sequencespecific nicking and polymerase-filling reaction (8) . Grunwald et al. developed another enzymatic biochemical approach to generate DNA physical map by using sequencespecific methyltransferase and fluorochrome labelling on the adenine of TCGA sequence (9) . Alternatively, Reisner et al. reported a very different physical approach that generated a fluorescence intensity profile from large, partially melted DNA molecules, because elevating the temperature preferentially separates strands at AT-rich regions, causing YOYO-1 release from the DNA backbone and resulting in reduced fluorescence intensity (10) . These approaches have the distinct advantage of providing more detailed sequence information because the signal comes directly from individual base pairs without any enzymatic biochemical reac-e108 Nucleic Acids Research, 2018, Vol. 46, No. 18 PAGE 2 OF 9 tions. Nyberg et al. reported another intensity profile approach using netropsin to block YOYO-1 intercalation by binding to AT-rich sequences (11) . However, all of these methods have been based on YOYO-1, which often causes photo-induced DNA cleavage (12, 13) . DNA statically immobilized on the surface are relatively stable with YOYO-1 staining, but this issue is more problematic for dynamically moving DNA molecules because there are pulling forces to enhance the probability of DNA cleavage. For example, a tethered DNA molecule stretches by a microfluidic shear laminar flow that generates a pulling force to unravel coiled DNA (14) (15) (16) . A nanofluidically confined DNA molecule should endure entropic pulling forces from thermally fluctuating local structures (17, 18) . These pulling forces would tear DNA double strands when both strands have photodamaged nicks whose spacing is close enough for the pulling force to effect. Therefore, we speculate that it would be highly desirable to replace YOYO-1 with a novel DNA staining reagent that does not cause photo-cleavage. Furthermore, it would be more advantageous that sequencespecific binders like netropsin that could fluoresce alone rather than indirectly inhibiting fluorochrome binding.
To directly add fluorochromes to sequence-specific binders like netropsin, it is necessary to understand their chemical structure and DNA binding mechanism. Netropsin is a well-known DNA binding antibiotic polyamide (19) . Its primary structure is a pyrrole dimer that forms hydrogen bonds in the minor-groove of the A/T base pair (20) . Various polyamides containing pyrrole and imidazole have been widely investigated for biological and medical purposes because of their sequencespecific DNA binding characteristics (21, 22) . Moreover, fluorophore-linked pyrrole-imidazole polyamides have been utilized for a variety of biological applications, such as in vivo DNA targeting (23, 24) and epigenetic analysis (25) . In this context, we speculated that fluorophore-linked pyrroleimidazole polyamides would be promising candidates for visualizing large elongated DNA molecules with sequence specificity, although they have never been applied for this purpose.
In this paper, we synthesized a newly designed fluorophore-linked polypyrrole, TAMRA-␤ 2 -Py 4 -␤-Py 4 -Dp, to stain individual large DNA molecules with A/T-specificity. This reagent successfully allowed the visualization of specific fluorescence intensity patterns along DNA backbones that represented the A/T frequency. Importantly, this staining reagent overcame the undesirable features of YOYO-1, including DNA structural deformation and DNA cleavage. We demonstrated its use on tethered and surface-immobilized DNA molecules with novel, robust activity. Therefore, we applied it to large genomic DNA fragments from Escherichia coli cells. Using a Python program to compare intensity profiles based on the cross-correlation coefficient, we identified DNA fragments by aligning them with the genomic A/T frequency map. Finally, we used TAMRA-polypyrrole to stain large polytene chromosomal DNA to depict the band and interband patterns on a fluorescence microscope.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Synthesis of TAMRA-pPy
Polyamides used in this study were synthesized as previously described elsewhere (23) . Briefly, a computer-assisted Fmoc solid-phase synthesis of polyamides was performed from Fmoc-Py-oxime resin, and cleavage from the resin was performed with 1 ml of 3-(dimethylamino) propylamine (Dp) or 3,3 -diamino-N-methyldipropylamine treatment for 3 h at 55
• C. More detailed procedure was included in SI 'General Procedure of Solid-phase Synthesis of Polyamides.' The crude products were purified by flash chromatography, and the collected fractions were lyophilized to collect the objective compounds. TAMRA-pPy was synthesized as follows: Figures S8-S16) . TAMRA, carboxytetramethylrhodamine, has the absorption maximum at ∼546 nm and the emission at ∼580 nm: the quantum yield is 0.38, the extinction coefficient is 81 000 M −1 cm −1 , and the fluorescence lifetime is 5.7 ns (26).
Microscopy
For single molecule observations, an inverted microscope (Olympus IX70, Tokyo, Japan) with 60× Olympus UPlanSApo oil immersion objectives illuminated with an LED light source (SOLA SM II light engine, Lumencor, Beaverton, OR, USA) was used. The light was passed through corresponding filter sets (Semrock, Rochester, NY, USA), to set the excitation and emission wavelengths. At the image plane, a maximum 140 mW/cm 2 of light intensity was measured. Fluorescence images were taken with an electronmultiplying charge-coupled device digital camera (Evolve EMCCD, Roper Scientific, Tucson, AZ, USA) and stored in a 16-bit TIFF format using the software Micro-manager. For image processing and analysis, ImageJ with Java plugins and python programs developed in our lab were utilized.
Flow cell
A flow chamber was prepared by placing a customfabricated acrylic support on an acid-cleaned cover slip with a height of 100 m formed by double-sided tape (16, 17) . The dimensions of the flow cell were approximately 5 × 10 × 0.1 mm (L × W × H). An NE-1000 syringe pump (New Era Pump Systems Inc., Wantagh, NY, USA) was used to control the buffer in the flow cell. After preparation, PAGE 3 OF 9
Nucleic Acids Research, 2018, Vol. 46, No. 18 e108 40 g/ml biotinylated bovine serum albumin were injected and incubated at room temperature for 10 min, followed by 20 g/ml of Neutravidin in T50 solution (10 mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) with the same condition. Then, 1 M of DNA overhang oligo (5 -p-GGGCGGCGACCT-Tri ethyleneglycol-biotin-3 ) was loaded into the flow chamber and maintained at room temperature for 10 min. DNA, 200 U of T4 DNA ligase, and reaction buffer was added and incubated at room temperature for 30 min. After washing the residual enzyme mixture with 1 × TE (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0), the diluted TAMRA-polypyrrole solution flowed into the channels, resulting in visualization of the tethered DNA. Stained DNA molecules were visualized under a continuous flow of 1 × TE with the flow rate maintained at 100 l/min.
Glass surface preparation
The brief experimental procedure used for glass surface preparation was as follows (15): The glass coverslips were soaked in piranha etching solution (30:70 v/v H 2 O 2 /H 2 SO 4 ) for 3 h. After thorough rinsing with deionized water, the coverslips were sonicated for 30 min. To add positive charges to the surface, 400 l Ntrimethoxymethylsilylpropyl-N,N,N-trimethylammonium chloride in 50% methanol was added to 250 ml deionized water. The acid-cleaned coverslips were incubated in this solution overnight at 65
• C, followed by ethanol rinsing. Positively charged glass surfaces were used within two weeks of preparation.
DNA preparation
DNA (NEB) was diluted to 5 ng/l (0.16 nM, 7.76 M as base pairs) with 1 × TE and mixed with 70 M TAMRApolypyrrole at a 1:1 volume ratio. The sample was incubated at room temperature for 15 min and diluted twenty times using 1 × TE with 4% ␤-mercaptoethanol (␤-ME) as an anti-photobleaching reagent.
Yeast chromosome I DNA
Yeast S288c cells were grown for 1 day at 25
• C, 220 rpm. The cells were harvested, and the OD 600 was adjusted to 10.0. After mixing with 2% low gelling temperature agarose for a final concentration of 0.75%, the cells were lyticasetreated for 1 h at 37
• C followed by washing the cell plugs in 1 × TE. Forty U of Proteinase K was added to a reaction tube and incubated at 42
• C overnight. Then, gel plugs were washed several times in 1 × TE and subjected to pulse-field gel electrophoresis following the manufacturer's guide (BioRad CHEF-DR ® II): 1% low melting temperature agarose, 0.5 × TBE (Tris-borate-EDTA), 14
• C, 60-120 s of switch time, with 24 h of running and a voltage gradient of 6 V/cm. After running, the gel was stained with SYBR Gold for 30 min, immediately extracted, and destained with 200 mM of NaCl and 300 mM of sodium acetate (pH 5.2) for 30 min. After repeating the destaining procedure and washing three times, the gel was used.
E. coli genomic DNA
Escherichia coli MG1655 cells were grown at 37
• C, 220 rpm, until they reached an OD 600 of 0.5 (27) . After mixing with low melting temperature agarose for 0.75%, 16 U of proteinase K was added to a tube and incubated for 2 h at 42
• C. The proteinase K reaction was repeated again with freshly prepared enzyme. Gel plugs were washed several times in 1 × TE, and then they were ready to use.
Genomic DNA preparation from gel piece
Gel pieces containing large DNA molecules were melted at 65
• C for 15 min while the tube was carefully inverted. Then, the sample was digested with 2 U ␤-agarase at 42
• C for 2 h. The melted DNA solution was mixed with 100 M TAMRA-polypyrrole in a 1:1 volume ratio, diluted 20 times using 1 × TE with 4% ␤-ME solution, and observed. Each reagent was mixed with DNA and TAMRA-polypyrrole mixture in a 1:1 volume ratio, and entire solution was diluted to concentrations suitable for observation with a fluorescence microscope.
Polytene chromosome preparation
The Drosophila melanogaster polytene chromosomes were prepared by modifying the acid-fixation squash method (28) . Briefly, dissected salivary glands from third larvae were fixed with a 1:2:3 ratio of propionic acid, deionized water, and acetic acid on a positively charged coverslip. Then, the cells were located between slide glass and the coverslip, followed by gentle spreading of the individual cells. After moving the coverslip back and forth on the slide glass, the spread cells were squashed. Fixation and cell spreading were done within 15 min. Then, we dipped the slide glass and coverslip into liquid nitrogen until the boiling stopped and immediately removed the coverslip from the slide glass. Finally, 2.5 mM TAMRA-polypyrrole with 4% ␤-ME was used to stain the polytene chromosomal DNA.
Python program
All five python codes were included in SI python program section, which also described how to use these programs. Five programs are ImageCompare.py that contains a library of functions, seq2map.py that converts a FASTA file into a A/T frequency in silico map, insilicoMapFolder.py that searches the best matching position for each DNA image in the folder by scanning through the entire genomic A/T frequency in silico map, sortView.py that compare images in the folder, and randomtiff.py that generate random intensity tiff images.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Design and synthesis of TAMRA-␤ 2 -Py 4 -␤-Py 4 -Dp for binding AT-rich sequences Figure 1 illustrates the molecular design and conceptual function of TAMRA-␤ 2 -Py 4 -␤-Py 4 -Dp: 5-carboxytetramethylrhodamine-(␤-alanine) 2 -(Nmethylpyrrole) 4 -␤-alanine-(N-methylpyrrole) 4 -(3-(dimethylamino) propylamine) (SI Scheme S1). The fluorophore TAMRA was at the N-terminus, and 3-(dimethylamino) propylamine (Dp) was at the C-terminus. Four consecutive pyrroles were repeated twice with a ␤-alanine residue to add structural flexibility. More detailed synthesis information is presented in the Materials and Methods and Supplementary Information, including NMR and mass spectra data to confirm the chemical structure. Before this design, we synthesized TAMRA-␤ 2 -Py 4 -Dp (SI Scheme S2), which contained four consecutive pyrroles deduced from the netropsin pyrrole-dimer structure (11) . It was partially successful for visualizing AT-rich sequence clusters, although some problems remained unresolved (Supplementary Figure S1) , including that staining did not detect many AT-rich regions, generating false negative data as well as unexpected false positive labels. In addition, many images were not bright enough to efficiently visualize the DNA backbone. Thus, we attempted to add another TAMRA to the C-terminus (TAMRA-␤ 2 -Py 4 -Dp-TAMRA: SI Scheme S3), but two TAMRA-linked polypyrroles were unable to bind double-stranded DNA at all, probably because two TAMRAs at both ends inhibited ). The control cc was obtained from 100 computergenerated random sequences (***P < 0.0001 for random-sequences paired t-test).
tetra-pyrrole binding to DNA due to steric hindrance. Finally, by adding one more tetra-pyrrole without a Cterminal TAMRA, we were able to successfully visualize DNA with sequence specificity as well as enhance the brightness, as shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows TAMRA-polypyrrole-stained DNA (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC 001416.1) molecules tethered to the surface of a flow cell (16) . Surface-tethered DNA molecules were free-floating with a mushroom-like conformation ( Figure 2A ) and were fully elongated at a flow of 100 l/min ( Figure 2B ). In general, the surface-tethered DNA stretched uniformly, which is a distinct advantage over other DNA presentation methods, such as surface immobilization. In this experiment, the average DNA stretch was 14.03 ± 0.54 m, corresponding to an 86% stretch compared with the full contour length of 16.3 m (48 502 × 0.337 nm) (Supplementary Figure S2) .
TAMRA-pPy stained tethered DNA molecules
The measurement of the stretched DNA length has been a standard means to detect DNA's structural deformation, particularly using optical/magnetic tweezers, atomic force Averaged cc value was 0.64 ± 0.14, whereas cc for computer-generated random images was 0.41 ± 0.06 (P < 0.003 for randomly-generated images paired t-test). (D) Cross-correlation analysis of DNA (heptamer in B) and S. cerevisiae chromosome I (consensus map of C): cc represents the cross-correlation coefficient for the range indicated by the arrows. microscope, and hydrodynamic stretching (29, 30) . Kundukad et al. reported a systematic study that they compared their result with previously reported eight papers. They concluded that the intercalation of YOYO-1 increases the contour length by the underwinding of DNA double helix (31) . Therefore, the DNA stretching rates indicated the degree of dye-induced structural deformation such as double helix unwinding. In our previous study, we reported that YOYO-1-stained DNA exhibited severe structural deformations resulting in 21.8 m DNA in a flow cell, which corresponds to 134% stretching compared with native DNA (21.8/16.3 m), but our previous computer simulation using finite element analysis predicted that native DNA should stretch 84% in the same flow cell (32) . This predicted value agrees relatively well with 14.03 m (86%) observed for TAMRApolypyrrole stained DNA in this report (Supplementary Figure S3) . In addition, this stretching result is consistent with stretching values (13.4-14.6 m) for various fluorescent DNA binding proteins to stain DNA molecules in the same flow cell that we reported earlier (32) . Therefore, 86% DNA stretch suggests that TAMRA-polypyrrole does not cause considerable structural deformation (Supplementary Figure S3 ). This is likely because TAMRA-polypyrrole binds DNA via a hydrogen bonding interaction between a pyrrole and the minor groove, and TAMRA dyes remains far from the DNA backbone, unlike YOYO-1 intercalation (23). According to a previous X-ray crystallography study, pyrrole-imidazole polyamide bound dsDNA conserves native B-DNA structural features of 35
• twist and 0.34 nm per residue (33) .
Furthermore, the lack of backbone interaction is a significant advantage, because TAMRA-polypyrrole staining does not cleave DNA during repeated cycles of DNA elongation and relaxation in the flow cell ( Figure 2 ). In contrast, YOYO-1 is well known to cause photo-induced DNA cleavage, which is a serious problem for tethered DNA (12, 13) . Supplementary Figure S4 illustrates the comparison of photo-induced effects between TAMRA-polypyrrole and YOYO-1 stained DNA molecules. After 30 min illumination, YOYO-1 stained DNA completely disappeared while TAMRA-polypyrrole stained DNA was not affected at all. We frequently observed YOYO-1-stained DNA cleavage and disappearance in the flow cell (15) . For these reasons, TAMRA-polypyrrole has the important practical advantages of causing neither structural deformation nor DNA cleavage.
Elongated DNA backbones exhibit the same distinct florescent intensity patterns as shown in Figure 2B , because they are anchored at the 3 end to the surface. The model of DNA is useful to depict specific intensity profile patterns, because the genome contains CG-rich (i.e. ATpoor) regions of up to 20 kb and AT-rich regions that are specifically located 20 kb from the end (48.5 kb) with three peaks. It is noteworthy that even CG-rich regions show dim but visible DNA backbones because some A/T bases are present in this region. Specifically, 14.03 m of DNA corresponds to 52.6 pixels in the image. Thus, each pixel corresponds to 922 bp (48 502 bp/52.6 pixel). If we segmented the genome by 922 bp, the smallest AT content per pixel would be 39%. Therefore, even CG-rich regions should have at least 361 A/T base pairs out of 922 bp, which might be enough for DNA-bound TAMRA dyes to emit a dim signal for the DNA backbone. As a way to improve resolution, we also tested higher resolution camera, in which each pixel corresponded 231 bp. However, we only obtained lower cross-correlation values than the data of the low-resolution camera that we reported. Thus, simply increasing resolution may not be the solution to achieve high sensitivity. In addition, we tested a couple of extreme solutions such as pH 11 basic solution and salty buffer solution (1 × PBS: 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na 2 HPO 4 , 1.8 mM KH 2 PO 4 , pH 7.4), both of which detached fluo- rescent protein-DNA binding peptides from DNA in our previous report (34) . However, we observed that TAMRApolypyrrole DNA staining is successful in both the extreme solutions.
It is critical to further determine the actual recognition sequence of this reagent. A pyrrole residue is known to form hydrogen bond with each A/T base pair (W), and there are eight pyrroles in TAMRA-␤ 2 -Py 4 -␤-Py 4 -Dp. If all of them linearly bound DNA, the recognition sequence would be W 9 , where the beta-alanine between the two Py 4 units is known to recognize W (35) . Another possibility is that tetra-pyrrole binds W 4 and the other works as a linker. Alternatively, TAMRA-polypyrrole might randomly interact with any A/T (W) rather than the consecutive sequence. Accordingly, we identified three possible candidates as DNA binding sequences: W, W 4 and W 9 . Figure 2C shows the comparison of the experimental fluorescence intensity profiles with the three candidates. According to this comparison, our experimental measurement agrees better with simple A/T frequency than W 4 and W 9 . For a quantitative comparison, we calculated cross-correlation (cc) coefficients using a lab-made Python program, in which we utilized scipy.signal() functions to apply a low pass filter for reducing noises from the fluorescence intensity profile as well as the in silico A/T frequency map, and numpy.corrcoef() function to obtain their cc value (see SI ImageCompare.py). The calculation of cc coefficients for three cases show the highest cc value for simple A/T frequency ( Figure 2D ). Accordingly, in this report, we used only the A/T frequency from in silico genome sequences for the comparison of our experimental measurements.
TAMRA-pPy-stained DNA molecules immobilized on the surface
A number of approaches to visualize large DNA molecules have been developed, including surface immobilization (15, 36, 37) , DNA tethering (16, 38) , microfluidic dynamic stretching (14, 39) and nanochannel confinement (17, 40) . Surface immobilization is practically effective because the procedure is very simple (37) . Moreover, images of immobilized DNA exhibit more intense fluorescence because stained fluorophores give off light for a longer period without movement. Nevertheless, surface immobilization generally has two shortcomings. First, the molecular orientations cannot be controlled due to random adsorption (41) . Second, the DNA stretch is not uniform but is instead generally within a range, whereas tethered DNA stretches more uniformly (see Supplementary Figure S2 ) (4) . Neither of these shortcomings are issues for TAMRA-polypyrrole. As shown in Figure 3A , the sequence-specific patterns promptly revealed the orientations of randomly adsorbed DNA molecules, as indicated by the yellow arrows in the 5 → 3 direction. Moreover, sequence-specific patterns directly translate to the genomic map regardless of how long the DNA molecules stretch. The images of concatemers in Figure 3B show repeated monomer units with different stretching rates, but there is no ambiguity in interpreting these images.
In addition to DNA and its concatemers, we applied TAMRA-polypyrrole to stain yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae S288c) chromosome I DNA (230 kb), which was prepared from a piece of dissected gel after pulsed-field gel electrophoresis. Because there was no possibility of confusion with other DNA molecules, these DNA fragments were aligned with an in silico A/T frequency genomic map. Figure 3C indicates that the fragment data agree relatively well with the genomic map. In particular, characteristic dark bands functioned as guidelines for assembling these DNA fragments. Figure 3D illustrates quantitative analysis using intensity profiles and cc coefficients. From the comparison of the heptamer with its in silico map, it is noteworthy that the cc value generally decreases with increasing molecular length from 0.97 for the first monomer to 0.68 for the whole heptamer. As mentioned earlier, surface-immobilized DNA molecules stretch to different extents, which can reduce the cc for long DNA. The second profile graphs in Figure 3D represent the intensity profile of the consensus yeast chromosome DNA I map in Figure 3C compared with the in silico A/T frequency. The cc value is 0.66, which seems consistent with similarly sized concatemers. To evaluate the significance, we calculated the cc values for 100 computer-generated random sequences using the corresponding lengths as a control and obtained an average of 0.42 ± 0.08. This result demonstrates that our experimentally obtained cc is significantly higher than the random control.
DNA identification among the mixture of DNA fragments from E. coli genome Figure 4 demonstrates examples of how to identify randomly generated DNA fragments obtained from the 4.64
Mb E. coli K-12 MG1655 genome (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC 000913.3). Currently, there is no approach to obtain the full length of 4.64 Mb genomic DNA. In general, a large genomic DNA is randomly broken into hundreds of kilo base pair (kb) fragments due to shear fluidic forces during sample preparation. We aligned the DNA fragments with the in silico bacterial genome map based on the cc values. Since genomic DNA molecules, hundreds kb long, stretched longer than DNA, we used 850 bp per pixel to generate the in silico map instead of 922 bp used for DNA in Figure 2 . Then, we added other DNA fragments obtained from E. coli cells to support these alignments ( Figure 4A) . To find the primary alignment position for each fragment, we wrote a Python program to find the best matching position from the full genome as illustrated in Figure 4B (see SI insilicoMapFolder.py and Supplementary Figure S18 ). More specifically, the program read an in silico map and a DNA image as an intensity profile and smoothed the profiles with a low pass filter (42) . Then, the programs scanned and compared two signal sets along the in silico map to find the best alignment position, returning a list of the highest cc values with the position and orientation of each aligned DNA molecule. As an intriguing example, Figure 4C exhibits 498 kb long DNA fragments. The first half of the image is well aligned to the reference map, but the second half does not exactly match the in silico map, which appears less stretched. This is an example of the different extents of DNA stretching on a surface, as mentioned above. Therefore, we extended the second half of the molecular image by a factor of 1.14, generating better alignment with the genomic map as well as the other DNA fragments. Quantitatively, this stretching enhanced the cc values from 0.48 to 0.54.
Microscopic identification of DNA fragments from a given genome is a powerful tool for various biological applications. Recent advances in sequencing technology have provided a great deal of available sequence data. Therefore, it is rare to handle completely unknown DNA. Instead, most DNA analysis is resequencing rather than de novo sequencing. In this case, microscopic visualization of the A/T sequence frequency, as shown in Figure 4 , can be an alternative tool to identify the sequence without performing sequencing. Moreover, this approach is particularly useful for analyzing chemically modified or damaged DNA backbones, because conventional sequencing methods can be ineffective on modified or damaged DNA (27, 41, 43) . Therefore, microscopic DNA identification offers great promise for further genomic and biochemical studies on single DNA molecules.
Nonetheless, we also note the limitations of TAMRApolypyrrole. Unfortunately, it only works for ∼40-60% AT content. DNA has an average 51% AT content that ranges from 39% to 67% with distinct fluctuations (Figures 2 and  3) . Yeast chromosome I DNA has an average of 60% and a minimum of 40%, which produced characteristic dark bands (Figure 3) . The E. coli genome has an average 49% AT content per pixel, which generates the well-matched patterns shown in Figure 4 . However, DNA images from regions with higher or lower AT content are difficult to align to the A/T frequency map. For example, Figures 2 and 3 show very dim backbones of 39% AT content in DNA, which suggests the lower limit for detecting AT content. In another example, TAMRA-polypyrrole stained T4 DNA was stained too strongly to align the expected in silico pattern (Supplementary Figure S5) . The T4 genome has an average AT content of 64%, ranging from 54% to 71%. This observation suggests the upper detection limit for this reagent.
TAMRA-pPy-stained polytene chromosomes
In addition to visualizing purified single DNA molecules, we sought to extend TAMRA-polypyrrole for visualizing chromosomal DNA. As an example, we stained the large polytene chromosomes from the D. melanogaster salivary gland. DAPI or Hoechst dyes are conventionally used to visualize polytene chromosomes on a fluorescence microscope (28) . Interestingly, both dyes are known to bind the minor groove of double-stranded DNA with an A/T preference (44) , which is similar to the characteristics of TAMRA-polypyrrole, which binds the minor groove of double-stranded DNA with A/T specificity. Figure 5A shows a typical TAMRA-polypyrrole image for tangled and spread polytene chromosomes, both of which clearly demonstrate band and interband patterns. As mentioned earlier, TAMRA-polypyrrole has the superb advantage of not damaging DNA. Furthermore, TAMRA is excited by yellowish-green wavelengths (550 nm), whereas DAPI and Hoechst require ultraviolet light sources or equivalent low wavelength light to excite the fluorophores, which can damage DNA structures. Importantly, TAMRApolypyrrole-stained DNA exhibits a clear backbone compared with DAPI-stained DNA ( Figure 5B) in terms of fluorescence intensity contrast ( Figure 5C and D) . Staining polytene chromosomal DNA with TAMRA-polypyrrole could demonstrate the band and interband patterns with a high-resolution, therefore, it is advantageous to study somatic genome instability (45) , chromosomal organization of the genome, and protein immunolocalization (46) . Accordingly, TAMRA-polypyrrole is a promising reagent for investigating large polytene structures as well as single large DNA molecules.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, our newly designed TAMRA-polypyrrole specifically stained AT-rich regions and exhibited distinct fluorescence intensity patterns on DNA backbones. TAMRA-polypyrrole staining generated specific patterns that allowed the interpretation of most DNA images to depict molecular direction or stretching rates. Moreover, a sequence-specific pattern provides an alternative method to determine the DNA sequence from a microscopic image of a DNA fragment if given the full sequence. Further, TAMRA-polypyrrole works better than DAPI and Hoechst dyes for staining large polytene chromosomal DNA to depict the band and interband patterns by fluorescence microscopy.
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